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Presentation Objectives
• Get to know NOAA projects in the Great 

Lakes region
• Learn about NOAA assets and how they 

can help you
• Identify opportunities for collaboration 

=> Improve customer service by 
representing the full agency and better 
integrating our products and services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we get started, it’s important to note that every project presented herein represents an opportunity for greater collaboration with the states and specifically with coastal programs.  

CHALLENGE:  Think about your programs and how they relate to these projects.  Where do common interests exist, are there localized projects where NOAA can help out?  Once you’ve got a list, let’s get together and talk about it!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note Org Chart Handout

Read Mission, note broad portfolio, intention to outline a variety of projects/activities that are currently being executed within NOAA and then quickly move on…
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Presentation Notes
•NOAA’s Coastal Services Center serves coastal programs -  everything from local land trust organizations to state regulatory programs – and provides them with data, training, and social sciences, and other assistance. 
•Over the years the Center has heard a common refrain from its customers – there’s lots of data out there, but we can’t take full advantage of it. We can’t find exactly what we need, and when we do, we don’t always know how to best use it. Data to be used in Digital Coast
Land cover & land use, Imagery, Lidar, Benthic habitat, Shoreline, Bathymetry

•The Center’s answer is the Digital Coast, a system that 
•- Provides relevant coastal data 
•- Provides related training for the data, software packages, issues, and tools 
•- Provides the tools used to turn data into information – showing how a higher percentage of impervious surfaces might impact water quality, for instance. 
•- Provides examples of how organizations are using the data and tools.  
•�The Center continues to work with key constituent groups to develop and focus the Digital Coast, including the Coastal States Organization, National Association of Counties, National States Geographic Information Council, Association of Floodplain Managers, The Nature Conservancy, and the Northern Gulf Institute.�
�website www.csc.noaa.gov/digitalcoast

Tools to be included right away include our hazards tools. Flood inundation visualization tools. Legislative atlas b/c of the need to understand multi-use and jurisdictional and policy issues in order to implement conservation on-the-ground or in-the-water

Just mention N-SPECT and HPP - they seem less likely to fit neatly into the already-established TNC conservation planning process

Mention Digital Coast in Action:  Allows users to see examples of how the DC information/data/tools can be used together to better inform coastal decision making.

COASTAL GEOTOOLS 2009 SEEKS ABSTRACT SUBMISSIONS Coastal GeoTools, a conference series sponsored by NOAA’s Coastal Services Center, focuses on the technical information needs of the nation’s coastal programs. The theme for 2009 is "Building the Digital Coast", a new initiative that provides easy access to organized and relevant data, tools, and technical training. The conference will take place March 2 to 5 in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. NOAA and partners are currently seeking abstracts for posters and presentations. Themes for 2009 are: Land Use, Coastal Conservation, Hazards, Water Quality, Marine Planning, and Climate Change. More than one abstract per individual or group will be accepted. For more information on submitting an abstract: http://www.csc.noaa.gov/geotools/. 



Joint Project Agreement 
Update…

• Smart Growth Case Studies
• Great Lakes Habitat Priority Planner
• Training

– Impervious Surface Analysis Tool (ISAT)
– Non-point Source Pollution and Erosion 

Comparison Tool (N-SPECT)
• Outreach to CZ Community

– GLIN Coastal Pages
• Ports and Navigation
• Data and Information Integration and 

Dissemination
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Commission Partnership with NOAA Coastal Services Center in 3rd Year.
Commission activities to address Coastal Community Development, and Data and Information Integration and Dissemination, and Ports and Navigation issues will continue under a multi-year partnership between The Great Lakes Commission and the NOAA Coastal Services Center.  The focus on the three themes is based on outcomes from a regional needs assessment completed in 2006.  http://glc.org/regionalneeds.  Among the work supported by the partnership over the past 2 years has been the development of new coastal pages on GLIN that features an interactive map with details about all of the state coastal programs, and links to pages with detailed information about: hazards and erosion; coastal community development, habitat/wetlands; coastal-dependent uses; maritime and cultural heritage; and public access. Check it out at http://glin.net/envt/air-land/coastal.html.
In addition, the joint partnership has supported conducting two Regional Data Exchange (RDX) workshops conducted in Chicago and Buffalo this summer focusing on improving management of coastal geospatial data to support habitat restoration/protection programs and provide critical information to local governments to improve their resiliency to climate extremes and change.. 
For the coming year, we have several exciting initiatives planned and underway, including:
A third annual focus group hosted by the Commission for state coastal managers is planned for early December.  
Commission staff will be showcasing the results of using a habitat planning tool, called the Habitat Priority Planner, to identify specific restoration activities and opportunities in selected areas around the Great Lakes. The areas to be used for this demonstration are selected from a regional data base of current and potential habitat protection and restoration projects, known as the Great Lakes Habitat Initiative habitat project data base. 
Several case studies on smart growth in the coastal zone are being developed.  These case studies will serve as a reference for the environmental and economic benefits of smart growth planning in coastal areas. 
Training on ISAT and N-SPECT will be available at remote locations via web-based technology. 
A summary of the fall 2007 workshop on Great Lakes coastal infrastructure, with findings and recommended next steps.
Development of a regional coastal data model to promote consistent predictive modeling for resource protection and restoration activities.
For more information about these activities, please contact Victoria Pebbles; vpebbles@glc.org.
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IOOS MISSION�
Lead the integration of ocean, coastal, and Great Lakes observing capabilities, in collaboration with Federal and non-Federal partners, to maximize access to data and generation of information products, inform decision making, and promote economic, environmental, and social benefits to our nation and the world.



Great Lakes Observing 
System

• IOOS® currently funding 
the development and 
management of GLOS as 
part of a national network 
of regional observing 
systems 

• New Executive Director of 
Great Lakes Observing 
System - Jennifer Read
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The Great Lakes Observing System (GLOS) is one of 11 Regional Associations for Coastal and Ocean Observing (RAs).  All RAs are charged with planning, developing and managing regional observing systems to support the Integrated Ocean Observing System (IOOS) - our nations contribution to the Global Ocean Observing System.  
GLOS was one of the first RAs to receive support and has received funding since 2003.  From FY03-FY07 GLOS received $1,182,911 for RA development. 
In 2008, NOAA IOOS continued a merit-based funding process to 1) support regional ocean observing system development, including the management and governance structures needed to operate the system; 2) develop applications and data products for regional stakeholders; and 3) develop regional data management and communications.  
In FY08 NOAA IOOS awarded GLOS $750,000 for regional system planning, development, operation and management. 
GLOS will focus in the first year of this new award on four tasks that support regional observation priorities: 
Implementation of prototype nearshore buoys on lakes Superior, Michigan, Erie and Ontario to collect meteorological, wave information, and vertical lake temperature observations; 
Development of public domain 3D hydrodynamic modeling for the lakes Huron-to-Erie Corridor (HEC), including Lake St. Clair; 
Expansion of the development, user assessments and market analysis of customized integrated harbor specific products (Great Lakes HarborView); and 
Implementation of the Great Lakes Modeling and Assessment Center (GLMAC). 
More extensive observations, providing system-wide coverage, and related user-defined products will occur in years two and three.




Light Detection And Ranging 
(LIDAR)
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LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) is an active sensor, similar to radar, that transmits laser pulses to a target and records the time it takes for the pulse to return to the sensor receiver. This technology is currently being used for high-resolution topographic mapping by mounting a LIDAR sensor, integrated with Global Positioning System (GPS) and inertial measurement unit (IMU) technology, to the bottom of aircraft and measuring the pulse return rate to determine surface elevations. 

The Joint Airborne Lidar Bathymetry Technical Center of Expertise is the realization of an informal partnership that began with the USACE SHOALS program in 1988.
JALBTCX has led 2 sensor development efforts, SHOALS and CHARTS, with another currently underway. Depth extraction algorithms used for both SHOALS and CHARTS were developed by Gary Guenther at NOS.
JALBTCX surveyed 2.5 billion soundings in over 400 navigation, shore protection, and nautical charting projects worldwide with the SHOALS system. From 1994-1999 SHOALS operations were conducted using NOAA Aircraft Operations Center Bell 212's.
JALBTCX executes the USACE National Coastal Mapping Program using the CHARTS system. Since the program started in 2004, airborne lidar and imagery have been collected for over 5500 km of shorelines on the Gulf Coast, Atlantic Coast, and in the Great Lakes and connecting rivers and streams.

CY 2008 activities
Began USACE National Coastal Mapping Surveys on Lakes Michigan, Huron, Superior, and Washington
Coastal Zone Mapping and Imaging Lidar sensor development
Shoreline classification tool
Metric camera integration with CHARTS
NOPP project for automated land cover and shoreline classification
National Coastal Mapping Program data served through CSC and archived with NGDC

Great Lakes Harbor Projects by the Remote Sensing Division for 2007 and 2008
Indiana - IN0802 - Indiana Harbor, South Chicago and Burns International Harbor
Michigan	Black River Hbr; Eagle Hbr; Marquette & Presque Isle; Escanaba Hbr; Port Inland; Pentwater Hbr; Port Dolomite; De Tour Passage;- Rogers City & Calcite; Stoneport Hbr; Alpena Hbr; Port Austin; Sebewaing Hbr; Thunder Bay Sanctuary;- Benton Hbr;- Muskegon Hbr; Keweenaw Waterway; Lac La Belle Hbr; Big Bay Hbr; Leland Hbr
Minnesota	Two Harbors; Silver Bay; Grand Marais Hbr
New York	Oswego Hbr
Wisconsin	Algoma Hbr; Port Wing Hbr



Seamless Topobathy – 
Lake Ontario
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Figure 1:  Proposed conservation action sites for Lake Ontario, developed through a large-scale CAP process under the auspices of the EPA administered Lakewide Management Plan (LaMP).  Conservation targets included coastal wetlands, coastal terrestrial habitats, migratory fish, rivers and embayments, and nearshore zones.  Darker shaded areas were identified as important for multiple targets. 




Gravity for the Redefinition of the 
American Vertical Datum (GRAV-D)

Wisconsin Farm June 2008

Source:  http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/7445834.stm
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To define, maintain and provide access to the National Spatial Reference System to meet our nation’s economic, social, and environmental needs
Includes many things, but of importance here is: HEIGHTS

Critical Goal – consistent accurate heights for the entire nation to work with today’s technology

Problem- Such a height system does not exist today

Problems:
Heights are in error relative to sea level by more than 40 cm (1 foot) to as much as 2 meters (6 feet) in Alaska.
Coastal elevations and storm surge models, along with FEMA and topological maps, water levees, USACE levee heights and slosh models are all based on these same inaccurate heights via the NSRS
In areas with little elevation change, a 2 cm (1 inch) height error means errors of hundreds of acres over tens of kilometers (hundreds of miles) on FEMA floodplain insurance maps
Elevations in some areas of the US change by centimeters (inches) every year – we can not maintain these changes
Inconsistent height models are used consistently

GRAV-D will
Reduces errors
Gravity is used to generate a geoid height model, which is essentially a transformation tool for heights
This model should be good to 2 cm/ ~ 1 inch, the same as GPS
Develops a consistent model for the entire nation that meets all needs

Preservation and monitoring of the Great Lakes is of keen interest – GRAV-D will directly impact IGLD 15

Great Lakes is Phase II -meaning: priority equivalent to the “CONUS East Coast" and "CONUS West Coast" flights. 



International Great Lakes Datum 
Update - 2015
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What is the International Great Lakes Datum (IGLD)?
An internationally coordinated vertical datum plane used to define water level heights within the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River System
IGLD is the nautical chart datum or low water datum
The current datum is IGLD 1985; the update is planned for the central year 2015
Why is an updated datum required?
Isostatic rebound from the retreat of the glaciers results in movement of the earth’s crust
The international border requires a shared responsibility and coordination of water level gauging and management of water resources
The fundamental requirement for shared management is a common elevation reference datum for water levels
IGLD 1955 was the first coordinated datum, a great improvement over earlier datums determined independently by each country
IGLD 1985 was the first coordinated datum update, coinciding with the update of the North American Vertical Datum of 1988
What does the update impact?
Updated elevations are used for nautical chart updates by the Canadian Hydrographic Service and NOAA
Greater assurance for navigation safety, particularly in periods of lowered water levels
Probable reduction in cost of dredging related to updated datum elevations for dredging by the US Army Corps of Engineers
Supports the state tourism industry and recreational boating community
What needs to be done to implement the update?
Traditional geodetic leveling across Lakes will be cost prohibitive and will not provide required accuracies on a national scale; large biases in the western half of the United States and Canada.
GRAV-D and other height modernization efforts to achieve high accuracy geoid model will avoid $165M in costs if traditional geodetic leveling were to be used.
Long term data from National Water Level Observation Network and Canadian gauges used to determine seven year average of water level heights centered on the central year of the datum
Seasonal gauging program to extend IGLD to small ports and harbors not covered by existing water level gauges.




Preserving Great Lakes 
Maritime Heritage
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ONMS Manages 13 national marine sanctuaries and the Northwestern Hawaiian Islands Marine National Monument. Management includes regulatory authority, enforcement, monitoring and assessment, outreach and education.

NOAA's Maritime Heritage Program is committed to preserving historical, cultural and archaeological resources within the National Marine Sanctuaries. The Maritime Heritage Program's mission is to protect, promote and explore our maritime heritage through a national program embracing heritage resources in our evolving coastal, marine and Great Lakes stewardship. 

OCS Responsible for the nation’s 1,000 nautical charts. Manages long-term hydrographic survey program to define bathymetry.  Recent initiatives include fully Electronic Navigational Charts and Raster Nautical Charts.

The Northeast and Great Lakes Region, in cooperation with the Wisconsin Historical Society, conducted a side scan sonar survey to document shipwrecks in Lake Michigan on August 4-8.  The results of the survey are assisting the State of Wisconsin in its management of shipwrecks and help NOAA and the State evaluate the potential for a national marine sanctuary in Wisconsin. NOAA's Great Lakes Environmental Research Lab and Office of Coast Survey are key NOAA partners in this effort.  GLERL owns and operates the R/V Laurentian and coast survey is conducting the side scan survey and processing the data.  Keith Meverden, Wisconsin's state underwater archaeologist, is providing significant guidance on the cruise. 
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Exploration of a WI Maritime Heritage Site

"Progress Sketch" from the survey.  

OCS, Navigation Response Team, is surveying the Huron to Erie Corridor for use in nautical charting as well as providing data for further modeling of the area. �Integrated Ocean Observing System building block – basic parameter
500,000 sq. nautical miles of EEZ are navigationally significant 
Rocks, wrecks, obstructions, depths and seafloor characteristics
NOAA Hydro Survey Priorities at nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/staff/NHSP.html




Robert C. Pringle (Tugboat Steamer)
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Presentation Notes
On the night of July 19, 1922, a 101-foot wooden tugboat steamer named the Robert C. Pringle hit something in Lake Michigan about six miles offshore of Sheboygan, and sank to the bottom like a rock.  The crew scrambled into lifeboats, made their way onto another ship that was being towed by the Pringle and steamed on to their destination in Ohio. For nearly 86 years, the wreck of the Pringle lay undisturbed 300 feet below the surface.



Wisconsin Historical Society 
(WHS) & NOAA National Marine 

Sanctuary Side Scan
Sonar Survey of the shipwreck 

identified as the Robert C. Pringle 
on Lake Michigan near

Sheboygan, Wisconsin from August 
4-8, 2008

Approximate Coordinates (Universal Transverse 
Mercator-NAD83-16N-Degrees Minutes Seconds)
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Length
ΔA ~40m (133.20ft)
Width
ΔB ~5.84m (19.45ft)
Height
ΔC ~6.42m (21.38ft)
ΔD ~9.02m (30.04ft)
ΔE ~7.21m (24.01ft)
ΔF ~5.32m (17.72ft)
ΔG ~3.01m (10.02ft)
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Divers find Robert C. Pringle shipwreck
Powered by CDNN - CYBER DIVER News Network�by BOB PETRIE
SHEBOYGAN, Wisconsin (19 May 2008) —Until May 10, when divers from a crew put together by Steve Radovan, a longtime Sheboygan maritime historian, were able to lower themselves into the 38-degree water with a video camera and lights to identify the Pringle and capture images of the old tugboat, remarkably in near pristine condition."It's a thrill, it really is," said Radovan, 61, who has been searching for sunken watercraft in Lake Michigan since the 1970s.The six minutes of murky video is clear enough to show details of the Pringle such as the ship's wheel, the bell, the massive engine housing and even some open cabinet drawers in the captain's quarters.Crewmembers who were videotaped as they clambered out of the water after discovering the wreck were ecstatic at what they found."It's a beautiful wreck," said Bill Prince, who captained the 25-foot boat that carried Radovan and divers John Scoles and Tracy Xelowski to the area where they located the Pringle."The intact pilot house, the ship's bell, the ship's wheel … everything's there," Prince said. "It really looks nice."News reports from 1922 said the Pringle sank about 12 miles offshore from Manitowoc."I don't think the sailors knew where they were," Radovan said. "They were a little bit wrong."Radovan said he had been looking for the Pringle, built in 1903 in Manitowoc, for nearly 30 years, but didn't know exactly where it was. He found the wrecks of two other schooners, the Floretta and the Home, both of which sank in the 1800s, while searching for the Pringle.In 1993, a friend of Radovan's named Dan Kadarabek used sonar equipment to detect a ship sunk in an area off Sheboygan, roughly on a line extending east into the lake from Weeden Creek Road. At that time, Radovan thought it might be a sunken schooner named the Mediterranean.Even then, Radovan wanted to keep the location a secret, waiting for the "right opportunity" to venture out on the lake to take a look at it. He thought of using a remote controlled device before turning to Prince and his crew, who agreed to work for nothing just for the chance of finding a shipwreck in good condition."Divers are always looking for something interesting to dive, and to dive on a virgin shipwreck, that's high on the list of any diver," Radovan said.The history of the Pringle began as a passenger-carrying steamer that worked Lake Superior near Ashland for the Chequamegon Bay Transportation Co. in 1903. A year later, it was acquired by Benson Transit to travel between Milwaukee and St. Joseph, Mich.The Pabst Brewing Co. then operated it from 1905 to 1908 for excursions between Milwaukee and the neighboring suburb of Whitefish Bay, where the brewery owned a resort. Subsequent owners ran it for several years on passenger runs on the Michigan side of the lake, before the Pringle line bought it in 1918 and converted it into a tugboat."The exciting thing about this one is that it's a steamer that was very ornate," Radovan said. "It was originally in the passenger excursion trade, so it's got a lot of interesting accoutrements on it. When the divers went down they said, 'There's a big triple expansion engine sitting there and there's all gold leaf lettering on it.'"



Water Level and Current Stations
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Presentation Notes
 Blue markers represent regions and can be clicked in order to zoom in and view stations. �  Red Markers represent stations, and can be clicked in order to view information and available data types for that station. 

NOAA CO-OPS maintains 54 Water Level stations, 3 Current meter stations, and 1 PORTS (Soo Locks)

All data provided in real time through the GREAT LAKES ONLINE website, and it also provides Low Water Condition alerts when water levels fall below critical levels. 
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BWB Current Meter Station
Fort Gratiot, MI Water Level Station

we operate 3 real time current meters as demonstration project (mainly to see if we can operate year round - mainly survive the ice).    Other locations besides BWB are Maumee and Cuyahoga Rivers in Ohio. 



Physical Oceanographic Real-Time 
System (PORTS®)
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Soo Locks
PORTS® is a decision support tool that improves the safety and efficiency of maritime commerce and coastal resource management through the integration of real-time environmental observations, forecasts and other geospatial information. PORTS® measures and disseminates observations and predictions of water levels, currents, salinity, and meteorological parameters (e.g., winds, atmospheric pressure, air and water temperatures 

KEY FOCUS AREAS:
Navigation Safety
Improved Economic Efficiency
Coastal Resource Protection
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ORR Responsible for emergency response to hazardous materials spills. Assesses damage from spills and waste sites and implements restoration plans. Manages NOAA’s marine debris program.  

Theme Areas for Protection:
Reducing loading of contamination to coastal waters
Protecting sensitive species from contaminant effects
Protecting the function of sensitive habitats such as wetlands and streams
Restoring lost public uses of resources, e.g., re-opening fisheries closed due to contamination
Allowing full use of port areas where dredging or development may be affected by the presence of contaminated sediments  
         
Protect and Restore Coastal Resources Threatened Releases of Hazardous Substances
Help EPA regional offices evaluate natural resource concerns at hazardous waste sites, and improve protection and accelerate recovery 
Improve coordination with Federal, state, and tribal natural resource trustee agencies under CERCLA (Superfund)
Use Coastal Resource Coordinators as liaisons between NOAA and EPA for CERCLA-related trustee activities
Use a multidisciplinary team for research and technical support throughout the cleanup process
Work cooperatively with agency partners, responsible parties and communities to resolve natural resource damage liability and achieve restoration of coastal resources       




Research in the Great Lakes

• Multiple Stressor 
Research

• Climate
• Center for 

Sponsored Coastal 
Ocean Research 
(CSCOR)

• Center of 
Excellence for 
Ocean and Human 
Health
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Multiple Stressor - Using an adaptive integrated framework (AIF) as a new methodology for managing impacts of multiple stressors in coastal ecosystems
Developing modeling tools adaptable across ecological systems and multiple stressors to provide managers with the means to understand and manage stressor interactions unique to their ecosystem.  Focus on Saginaw Bay.

GLERL Climate modeling work…

CSCOR - A federal-academic partnership to develop predictive capabilities for managing coastal ecosystems. High-priority research and interagency initiatives provide quality science for important coastal policy decisions. Funding is toward issues supporting NOAA's overall mission. CSCOR provides a focal point through which the NOAA/NOS National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science (NCCOS), together with partners within NOAA and other organizations with responsibilities for the coastal environment and its resources, can make significant strides toward finding the solutions that will protect coastal resources and ensure their availability and well-being for future generations.  This cutting-edge research will increase our understanding of the coastal ocean to benefit the management of U.S. coastal resources, and help NOAA achieve its coastal stewardship responsibilities. 

Manages competitive and Congressionally-directed non-competitive research
Contains the Coastal Ocean Program (COP) 

Center of Excellence for OHH - 

if you get questions about what NOAA is doing in fisheries, ice, Ballast water, dead zones, harmful algal forecasting, rip currents, zebra mussels, diporeia, regional climate, watersheds, etc…



Forecasts, Monitoring, and Event  
Response

• Ecological Forecasting 
(ECOFORE)

• Water Level 
Forecasting

• Mussel Watch
• Monitoring and Event 

Response for Harmful 
Algal Blooms 
(MERHAB)

• Integrated Water 
Resources Science 
Service (IWRSS) LandSat image of Microcystis 

bloom  in Western Lake Erie, 
August 2003
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These projects include broad partnerships, including the management community and institutions and agencies in the region, not just internal NOAA work; 

Ecological Forecasting (ECOFORE) - Forecasting the causes, consequences, and potential solutions for hypoxia in Lake Erie by creating, testing and applying models to forecast how anthropogenic (e.g., land use, invasive species) and natural stresses (e.g., climatic variability) influence hypoxia formation and ecology in Lake Erie.  

Water Level Forecasting - GL Operational Forecast Models that forecast/nowcast short term (30 hours) predictions of water levels and currents in the five Great Lakes. 

Mussel Watch – Refer to graphic of mussel watch site in Great Lakes region.  Focus on Zebra mussels. Part of the National Status and Trends Program [NS&T] 
 
MERHAB  - Demonstrated an integrated alert system to monitor and detect toxic cyanobacteria blooms in the lower Great Lakes (Lake Erie, Lake Ontario) and Lake Champlain

IWRSS – NWS, NOS, USACE, USGS led project to create an end to end water budget for entire US.  Will connect coastal and estuary hydro models, as well develop watershed specific products and services.  Great Lakes may one of four watershed demonstration areas and we may be able to use Beach Water quality forecasts as an example service offered for this region.




Human Dimensions

• Survey Design
• Needs Assessments
• Stakeholder Participation
• Human Dimensions 

Wheels
• Array of Social Science 

Tools and Management 
Applications
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Wheels - Non-market valuation helps calculate the monetary value of environmental resources not normally traded in conventional markets. This information allows managers to • Better justify the need for protection• Show the value of the resource over time• Determine the amount of compensation in the event of damage  Tools and Methods:• Non-market valuation• Cost-benefit analysis• Interviews



NOAA Great Lakes Regional 
Team Priorities

• Aquatic Invasive 
Species

• Restore/Protect Habitat
• Restore Areas of 

Concern
• Control Pollution
• Reduce 

Bioaccumalative Toxins
• Standardize Information 

Collection, Storage, and 
Distribution

• Sustainable Water 
Resources

• Minimize Risk to 
Human Health

• Navigation Services
• Evaluate/Interpret 

Information to Forecast 
Climate Change

• Educate the Public 
about Great Lakes 
Maritime Heritage

• Great Lakes Coastal 
Strategy
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Representatives from 5 NOAA Line Offices. Highlight that there is also representation by their fellow Coastal Zone Manager (Cathie Cunningham Ballard) in the hopes to facilitate communication/collaboration in addition to having membership of Sea Grant, Cooperative Institutes, and soon to be the MRCC again (hopefully). 
8 priorities (shown in yellow text) were pulled directly from GLRC effort to date.
NOAA added Maritime Heritage, Navigation Services, Coastal Enterprise, Climate to the list

FY09-10 Action Plan includes:
AIS – Dreissenids Out West Workshop
Beach Water Quality Forecasting – Hire a coordinator, establish a R&D working group, develop water quality models/forecasts, move deliverables from research to operations
Center of Excellence for Great Lakes Restoration – assess all NOAA restoration activities in GL, assess all NOAA capabilities that could be applied in the GL, coordinate GL restoration programs and activities, coordinate with other restoration entities in GL region
Information and Indicators – develop outreach material on GLOS website for data access, increase communications and collaboration amongst GLRT, IOOS, and GLOS, hold a social science workshop specific to the GL focusing on human dimensions data and better meeting states needs for social information
Nav Services – Hold a NOAA shipping conference aimed at soliciting feedback on NOAA products/services from the GL Marine Transportation Industry and GL Science Vessel Association, product workshop summary
Climate – Hold a climate change workshop and summary the findings of that workshop to help prioritize climate change research for the GL region
GL Coastal Strategy – Increase awareness of the coastal strategy (national level) and ensure that GL issues are fully incorporated into the national strategy
Maritime Heritage – Survey maritime heritage assets, maintain maritime heritage webpage, develop 2-pager on NOAA maritime heritage in GL, and develop 8 different maritime heritage articles in the GLRT newsletter
Continued Outreach and Education
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IMAGES:
Top:  NOAA Tsunami buoy installation in the Pacific
Middle: Iceberg in arctic near Alaska
Bottom: Chinese shipping vessel in Seattle

Climate – NOAA in the process of outlining what a CLIMATE SERVICE would look like for the new administration; workshop funded by GLERL 

Trade:  

Energy:

Partnerships:  Current economy and budget climate matched with expanding mandates and user requirements demands that we work together – It’s the only way we’ll be successful.




Backup Slides
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Assistant Administrator: John H. Dunnigan 

•  Deputy Asst. Admin: William Corso

•  Eight program offices; 3 staff offices 

•  Total personnel: 1,225

•  FY09 request: $488.2M �– compared to $782.3M requested by NMFS

•  Headquarters and field operations

•  Wide array of programs in portfolio

TRANSITION TO PROJECTS OF INTEREST
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